CONTACT
!

hi@fernandoboza.com

"

www.fernandoboza.com

SOCIAL
!

linkedin.com/in/fboza

"

github.com/FernandoBoza

# codepen.io/fernandob

Fernando Boza
PROFILE
I’m a 3D artist by trade, with years in agency and
marketing environment. While working in Paris I fell in
love with the complex and beauty in code and fully
transitioned to Computer Science. I build full stack and
front end solutions revolving around users and the MO.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Software Developer

2018-2020

Primestream, Miami, Fl

$

repl.it/@fernandob

Maintained and updated the front end for the Xchange
and ReviewHub platforms respectively. We used Angular
7+ to call, validate, and sanitized Restful API’s
implemented by Java and PHP servers. We ran agile
sprints ranging from 2 weeks - 1 month.
I was given the task to designed a small widget for a
client, which included dozens of user inputs, a video
timeline player with AI generated content, the final result
won an Award.
Built many custom component from video players, to
recursive components for tree and hierarchy rendering.
Fixing bottlenecks, applying DRY and better practice
protocols on library of components.
Languages: Typescript, HTML5, SCSS, and jQuery.
Database: MongoDB and MySQL.
Designer and Developer
THR33FOLD, Miami, Fl

2017-2018

SKILLS
!

WORK EXPERIENCE (continued)
I built the in office software for observing clients social

Backend Development
Node,

3

Express,

4

Spring,

3

Django

4

media stats. The system was built on the MERN platform.
Using Redux for managing state between the calendar,
social media mockup post, and comment system.
My main tasks varied from building on Wordpress sites,
and creating content.

#

"

Frontend Development
Wordpress Developer

2016 -2017

Angular IO,

4

React,

4

jQuery,

5

I was responsible for designing, developing, updating

HTML5,

5

and managing all of our Wordpress websites.

SCSS

5

Specializing on e-commerce and subscription projects.

Social Wolf Media, Miami, Fl

We hosted majority of our clients on a VPS on GoDaddy

Databases
MongoDB

3

PostgreSQL

3

SQLite

2

which I would create new instances and manage server
settings.
Software Dev Writer

2015-2017

BeMyApp, Paris, Île-de-France
$

Cloud

I was in charge of researching the Node ecosystem and

Heroku

3

creating tutorials for web and mobile developers. Wrote

DigitalOcean

2

a series of articles ranging from ES6, Electron, Node,
SocketIO, AngularJS and more.
Community Manager

2014-2 015

BeMyApp, Paris, Île-de-France
Managed EMEA communities, building client relations,
handled all the social feeds and logistics for
hackathons, workshops and events.

EDUCATION
B.A Fine Arts major Computer Animation
Miami International University of Art & Design

200 7-20 10

